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S easonal Depress ion

Seasonal Depression
Mother Nature sits on the glowing, almost neon, grass that extends as far as the eye can see. Her eyes focus on the
small wildflowers scattered across the field that pop up where she wants them, in patterns only she would
understand. She delicately forms wisps of white snow clouds to pop in the baby blue sky--colors she picked by
hand. She makes sure all of this is the best it can be for the people of Earth who depend on her. Her little island is
her practice for the rest of the world. The smell of grass and the feeling of the warm summer breeze flowing through
her hair make a soft sound. She has decided that summer is perfect, and she sends it down to Earth. 

Mother Nature takes good care of the environment and seasons and she knows there has to be a disaster, but she
leaves that to her brother, Natural Disaster. He brings the catastrophe, but she brings the good to remind the people
to cherish what they have. He lives nearby and makes sure she never forgets to change seasons so he can keep his
disasters as accurate as he can. He’s just like that, if the season’s change does not fall when the calendar says, he
knocks on Nature's door demanding she changes it so he can send the right weather.  

The bright sun beams down on her tan glowing skin, turning it red from how long she’s been outside. She’s been
basking in her masterpiece of this year's summer for what felt like months now, but that’s how it always feels. When
she’s had enough of the warm sun, she returns to the small cabin that was made perfectly just for her. She always
makes her cabin seasonal because she can’t have a Christmas tree in July. 

This summer is specifically important to Nature because she wants it to be perfect. The past few years have been a
little hard on Earth: Disaster did not take it easy on the people. He sent horrific tsunamis to Thailand with no
remorse, there were hurricanes after hurricanes sent to the southern United States that destroyed so much shoreline,
and he even stopped the snow last year--states that should have had it in November didn’t get any until January. 

They often got into fights about Earth with Nature always crying out, “Stop hurting all of those poor people D, they
don’t deserve it!”

“It’s how the world works Nat, they treat the Earth badly. Why would I be lenient?!” Disaster always replies. He’s
a pessimist in Nature’s eyes and she doesn’t understand how he can’t see the good in people. He never
acknowledged the family gatherings at holidays, the communities coming together to help one another or celebrate,
and the little things that make people good. 

Nature tells this to her brother and he gets upset and asks her, “Do you not see the constant deaths over something
as small as food, the meaningless wars that lead to massacres, or even how those people you love are killing our
precious Earth with pollution and littering?!” Nature never looks at the bad and Disaster envies her for it. He
doesn’t want to hurt people all the time, but how could he overlook all of the bad things happening?

Now Nature is working on Fall and knows she has time; her brother just reminded her she has two weeks. She plans
for the mix of reds and browns falling from trees. She appreciates the slowly dying grass that compliments the russet
leaves that fall on top. She ponders the season’s details but can’t stop thinking about how hurt Disaster has made
people. Then suddenly she has an idea. If I don’t change the weather, he can’t hurt the people with his disasters.
With her mind made up, Nature retreats into her cabin to spend her time not making autumn. 



The beginning of autumn comes and goes, and Nature spends her time inside avoiding Disaster’s calls for her to
change the season. This lasts until two weeks before Christmas when Disaster has finally had enough. He storms to
Nature's house and bangs on the door until she answers. 

“Hello brother. What can I help you with?” she says in a syrupy, innocent voice. 

“You have to change the season! Have you seen how it's affecting Earth?” 

Disaster reminds Nature that she also is affecting the humans. She goes to take a look at the Earth and realizes what
she’s done. It’s December and there’s still snow in Australia and it’s 80 degrees in Canada. She sees the birds
unable to migrate because of the weather and the animals that should be in hibernation wandering into cities,
confused. The coral reefs are deteriorating in the ocean, the rising water temperatures are causing the ice to melt,
and polar bears are suffering. Nature sees what the humans are doing, too, the islands of garbage drifting in the
water and the massive fires caused by something as stupid as a firework in a drought for a gender reveal. She
realizes what she’s done, she made a terrible mistake and now the people are suffering, but she can’t help but be
upset at the people for not taking care of their precious earth. 

“I’m so sorry! I thought if I didn't change the season then you couldn’t hurt the people, but I ended up hurting them,
too. But do you see what they’ve been doing too? It’s terrible!” Nature cried in anguish with the hurt she caused and
saw. 

“Nature, it’ll be okay. Just fix the season and I can fix the weather. Do you see why I do what I do? It's a part of
life. Those people don’t deserve everything to be perfect, they mess so much up.” Disaster calms down his sister and
she nods in understanding. She wastes no time beginning to design winter, she makes the ground cold and covered in
snow where it should be and brings life to the areas that should have summer. It takes a week to finish but when it is
done, she immediately sends the changes to Earth. Disaster gets to work sending storms and snow clouds to make
up for what he has missed. 

Finally, the seasons are correct and Nature understands how much of an impact she makes by not changing the
seasons. She decides that no matter what Disaster will send, she will send good things to counter it and remind the
people that they should care for the Earth because it takes care of them. 


